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Abstract
Prostate cancer is the most common solid malignancy among men in the Western world. Of the 50% of patients
with localized prostate cancer who elect to undergo radical prostatectomy, up to 60% will experience recurrence of
disease. Salvage radiotherapy is the standard treatment for biochemically recurrent prostate cancer but rates of
success in terms of long-term biochemical control remain suboptimal. Functional imaging may potentially improve
salvage radiotherapy via detection of disease foci which would otherwise be missed by conventional imaging
modalities. Herein we review the most commonly employed PET radiotracers for prostate cancer (11C-choline,
18F-choline, and 11C-acetate) with particular attention on their ability to identify foci of recurrent disease as well as
their utility as a guide for radiotherapy.
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been reported to improve survival in patients with node-positive cancer
[12,13].

Introduction

3. Detection of distant metastatic disease prior to SRT may
spare patients from unnecessary treatment and attendant toxicities.
Conventional imaging modalities including computed tomography
(CT), bone scan, and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) are
insufficient in identifying recurrent disease after prostatectomy [14,15].
CT and MRI have also demonstrated a poor sensitivity for detecting
lymph node involvement with prostate cancer [16]. Recently, there has
been increased interest in functional PET imaging to better characterize
tumor burden in recurrent prostate cancer. PET presents itself as an
attractive supplemental imaging modality in its potential ability to
identify metabolically active tumors in comparison to conventional
modalities which detect only anatomical deformity [17,18]. Initial
studies have reported promising results with radiolabeled choline PETCT for detection of recurrent disease [19-23]. This review focuses on
the relevant data regarding the utility of lipid metabolism based PET
(11C-choline, 18F-choline, and 11C-acetate) as it pertains to management
of biochemically recurrent prostate cancer (Table1) from the standpoint
of a radiation oncologist.

Challenges in salvage radiotherapy after prostatectomy
Prostate cancer is the most common solid malignancy in American
men with over 22,000 new cases expected to be diagnosed in 2015
[1]. Definitive treatments for localized prostate cancer include radical
prostatectomy and radiation therapy. Approximately half of patients
with localized prostate cancer elect to undergo radical prostatectomy
[2]. Recurrence of disease after prostatectomy is common–occurring
in up to 60% of patients with high risk features [3-5]. In these patients,
salvage radiation therapy (SRT) prolongs survival and is indicated
as a potentially curative treatment [6]. SRT consists of fractionated
radiation therapy directed to the regions at highest risk of harboring
residual prostate cancer. Typical prescription dose ranges from 60-70
Gy in 1.8-2.0 Gy daily fractions. Current guidelines from the EORTC
and RTOG target the prostate bed, with or without the seminal vesicles,
but do not include the pelvic lymph nodes. Biochemical control rates
with this approach range from 20-70% and largely depend upon
prognostic factors including high pre-SRT PSA, rapid PSA doubling
time (PSA-DT), negative surgical margins, high Gleason score,
extracapsular extension of disease, and seminal vesicle invasion [7].
Due to the relatively suboptimal results, active investigations are
ongoing in attempt to improve the efficacy of SRT. With this goal, the
RTOG has investigated the addition of androgen deprivation therapy
and chemotherapy to post-operative radiation as well as extension
of the standard prostate bed treatment field to include the pelvic
lymphatics [8,9]. A key opportunity to improve the outcome of postprostatectomy radiation therapy could be enhanced detection of the
location of recurrent cancer to improve patient selection and target
volume delineation:
1. Detection of disease in the prostate bed may allow focal dose
escalation to the site of recurrence. Dose escalation in the intact
prostate setting is associated with improved biochemical control and
retrospective evidence suggests that this may also apply to SRT [10,11].
2. Detection of nodal metastatic cancer would alter field design to
encompass pelvic lymphatics and possibly direct delivery of a boost
dose to involved nodes. The addition of pelvic radiation therapy has
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Functional imaging in prostate cancer
FDG-PET is of limited utility in prostate cancer because of both
biologic and anatomical characteristics. Prostate adenocarcinomas are a
biologically heterogeneous group of tumors with variable FDG- uptake.
Majority comprise of slow-growing and well-differentiated tumors,
and a minority include poorly differentiated cancers [24,25]. Well
differentiated prostate cancer cells tend to express much lower levels of
cellular membrane glucose transporters than do poorly differentiated
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Advantages
•
•

Readily available
Good resolution
of structural
abnormalities in
soft tissue and
bone

•
•

Readily available
Excellent
resolution
of structural
abnormalities in
soft tissue

•
•

Readily available
Good detection of
bone metastases

CT

Conventional
Imaging
Modalities

MRI

Bone
scan

FDG
PET
Functional
Imaging
Modalities
Choline/
acetate
PET

•

Readily available

•

Good detection
of small lymph
node and bone
metastases
Low urinary
excretion
allows for better
visualization of
pelvic anatomy

•

Disadvantages

•

Poor detection
of small lymph
node and bone
metastases

•

Poor detection
of small lymph
node and bone
metastases

•

Detection limited to
bone metastases

•

Poor uptake and
detection of low/
intermediate grade
disease
Urinary excretion
of FDG interferes
with visualization of
pelvic anatomy

•

•
•

Limited availability
Potential out-ofpocket cost for
patients

Table 1: Advantages and disadvantages of conventional and functional imaging
modalities in the setting of biochemically recurrent prostate cancer.

prostate cancer cells and this may explain why FDG uptake seems
to correlate with degree of differentiation with well differentiated
cells exhibiting poor FDG uptake and poorly differentiated cells
exhibiting high FDG uptake [26,27]. From an anatomic perspective,
visualization of pelvic structures is also obscured by urinary excretion
of FDG and accumulation in the bladder [28]. Specifically, 111Incapromab (Prostascint) was the first radiolabeled monoclonal antibody
produced for targeting prostate specific membrane antigen (PSMA)
[29]. Despite promising early results, it was ultimately found to have
poor clinical efficacy due to requiring the antibody to bind to an
intracellular receptor within the prostate cancer cell. This condition
limited the radionuclide’s affinity to nonviable cells with damaged
cellular membranes and led to relatively poor sensitivity (49%) and
specificity (71%) in the salvage setting [30,31]. Recently, radiolabeled
choline and acetate PET have emerged as potential imaging modalities
to identify recurrent prostate cancer. These tracers exploit malignancyinduced cellular membrane lipogenesis. Prostate cancer has been
associated with an overexpression of fatty acid synthase and, in turn, an
increase in fatty acid synthesis [32,33]. As precursor molecules involved
in lipogenesis, radiolabeled acetate and choline have demonstrated high
rates of uptake into prostate cancer cells [34-36]. Additionally, unlike
FDG, radiolabeled acetate and choline tend to exhibit little urinary
excretion thereby limiting interference with visualization of pelvic
structures that would otherwise be obscured due to accumulation of
radiotracer in the bladder [37]. Choline and acetate molecules have
been tested with both 11C and 18F isotopes and the most commonly used
products are 11C-choline, 18F-choline, and 11C-acetate. The utility of
11
C-choline PET for identification of prostate cancer was first described
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by Hara et al. in 1998 and 18F-choline was subsequently reported to
have increased uptake in prostate cancer cells in 2001 [38,39]. Oyama
et al. described the use of 11C-acetate PET for identification of prostate
cancer in 2002 [40]. Though 18F-choline has a clinically relevant urinary
excretion of 7.5%, the biodistribution of the three molecules is otherwise
similar [41,42]. However, the molecules do differ significantly in terms
of half-life which, at approximately 20 minutes for the 11C isotope and
110 minutes for the 18F isotope, tends to limit use of 11C-choline and
11
C-acetate to centers with an on-site cyclotron. Furthermore, hypoxia
may have some bearing on uptake of choline and acetate in prostate
cancer cells as in vitro studies have reported preferential uptake of
choline in aerobic conditions and preferential uptake of acetate in
hypoxic conditions [43]. An intraindividual comparison of 11C-choline
and 11C-acetate by Kotzerke et al. found no difference between the two
radiotracers in detection of prostate cancer metastases [37]. However,
11
C-choline, 18F-choline, and 11C-acetate have not, as of yet, been
compared in the setting of a prospective, randomized clinical trial.
While all three have been heavily adopted in Europe, their use in the
United States was relatively limited until 2013 when the FDA approved
the use of 11C-choline PET for the detection of primary, recurrent, and
metastatic prostate cancer [44].

Imaging properties in the post-prostatectomy setting by
anatomic location
Overall sensitivity and specificity: Numerous individual series have
reported the performance characteristics of 11C-acetate, 11C-choline and
18
F-choline PET/CT. Fanti et al. reported a meta-analysis of 29 relevant
studies with 2,686 cases of 11C-choline. Heterogeneity was large, and
confirmation of study findings was a mixture of histologic confirmation
and clinical interpretation. Median PSA ranged from 0.5–6.9 ng/mL.
The majority of studies reported median PSA at time of scan around
2 ng/mL. In general, scan positivity was 62%. Pooled sensitivity was
89% and pooled specificity was 89% [45]. Other meta-analyses have
reported similar results with 11C-acetate PET/CT [46,47].
Prostate bed: Functional PET/CT may be used to identify regions
of residual tumor in the prostate bed which are not readily seen on
conventional CT. Fanti et al. performed a systemic review and metaanalysis of studies evaluating the 11C-choline PET/CT in detection of
prostate bed recurrence [45]. Data from 11 studies reported an overall
detection rate of 27%. Pooled sensitivity was 61% and specificity was
97%. However, a particular care must be applied to the interpretation
of this data, as there was wide heterogeneity and variability in the
data reported from included trials. Additionally, most of the reports
were noted for biopsy proven local relapse only, where the size of the
recurrence is larger and the region of recurrent may be visualized by
conventional imaging [48-50]. Results of choline PET/CT are less
encouraging when limited to earlier recurrence, where salvage radiation
therapy would be expected to be more effective. In this population, MRI
appears to be a superior modality for detection of local recurrence. Vees
et al. explored the use of functional imaging at low PSA level in a cohort
of 22 patients with early biochemical recurrence (median PSA 0.33 ng/
mL) using either 18F-choline or 11C-acetate PET/CT [51]. Recurrent
disease was identified on PET/CT in approximately 11 of 22 (50%)
patients. Interestingly, in the same cohort, endorectal MRI was positive
in 15 of 18 (83%) patients. After radiation therapy, PSA decreased in
7 of 10 (70%) patients with local disease identified by PET/CT and in
11 of 16 (69%) with disease identified by MRI (Figure1). Panebianco
et al. also explored the use of 18F-choline PET/CT in 84 patients with
local recurrence prior to salvage radiation therapy [48]. In this study,
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Figure 1: Representative images of prostate cancer nodal metastasis at the confluence of the left external and internal iliac vessels as demonstrated
by various imaging modalities: 11C-acetate PET (top left), CT (top right), FDG PET (bottom left), T2 weighted MRI (bottom right). Scans were obtained
from the same patient over the course of 2 months and no treatment was performed between scans.

patients were divided in to an early favorable group (PSA 0.8–1.4 ng/
mL, lesion size 5–7 mm) and unfavorable group (PSA 1.3–2.5 ng/mL,
lesion size 7.6–19.4 mm). For the favorable group, the sensitivity and
specificity and accuracy were 62%, 50%, and 60%. In the same study,
MRI performed much better–particularly in the favorable group–with
sensitivity of 92%, specificity of 75% and accuracy of 89%.
Lymph nodes: The particular benefit of PET/CT over conventional
imaging is its ability to detect regional recurrence in lymph nodes–
an area where conventional imaging modalities perform poorly [45].
Detection of regional recurrence can influence radiation field design
to include the pelvis over the standard prostate bed radiation field, and
allow for focal dose escalation to involved lymph nodes.
Multiple studies have reported the diagnostic accuracy of choline
PET in detecting lymph node metastases, verified with histologic
confirmation. Meta-analysis from Fanti et al. reported an overall
detection rate of 36%, but did not performed pooled sensitivity and
specificity due to the small number of studies which reported lymph
node specific sensitivity and specificity [45]. A separate meta-analysis by
Mohsen et al. reported sensitivity and specificity of 81.5% and 94.4% for
detection of regional lymph nodes [47]. This report must be interpreted
with caution due to the small number or studies reporting lymph node
specific data. A particular note should be made of surgical series in this
population. Scattoni et al. performed salvage lymph node dissection on
25 men with positive 11C-choline PET/CT after biochemical recurrence.
They reported a per lesion sensitivity of 64% and specificity of 90% with
PPV and NPV of 86% and 72%, respectively. Husarik et al. reported
results of 23 patients who had lymph node metastases. Of the 7 patients
who underwent salvage lymphadenectomy, 18 of 20 lymph nodes
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identified were positive on PET/CT. Two of 7 patients had additional
lymph nodes identified on PET/CT. Schilling et al. also reported on
10 patients who underwent salvage lymphadenectomy for positive
11
C-choline PET/CT. Seven of 10 patients had positive lymph nodes
confirmed by histology. Passoni et al. reported an evocative series of
46 patients with solitary lymph node metastasis on 11C-Choline PET/
CT who underwent salvage lymph node dissection [52]. Thirty-eight of
46 (83%) cases had histologic confirmation of lymph node metastasis.
Histologic confirmation of the solitary lymph node noted on the scan
was identified in only 65% of cases. Additional lymph nodes were
identified nearby or elsewhere in the pelvis in 59% of cases. True
histologic confirmation of a single lymph node was observed in only
24% of cases. For the radiation oncologist, finding of positive lymph
node on functional PET/CT may be considered as an indicator of nodal
metastases, but there is high likelihood of additional metastatic nodes
in the pelvis.
Bone metastases: The performance of functional PET/CT in
bone metastases also demonstrates promising results. Based on metaanalysis of 11C-choline from Fanti et al., the detection rate of bone
metastases is 25% [45]. Pooled analyses were not performed due to very
high heterogeneity.
Comparison between 18F-choline and 11C-choline to standard Tcbone scan are favorable. Wondergem et al. performed a meta-analysis
of studies evaluating 18F-choline, 11C-choline, and 18F-fluoride bone
scan [53]. Per lesion pooled analysis for the choline studies were 84%
sensitivity and 91% specificity, which was comparable to 18F-fluoride
scan, and better than historical reports of bone scan.
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C-choline may have additional utility beyond standard Tc-bone
scan. Picchio et al. reported a comparison of 11C-choline PET/CT and
99Tc-bone scan in a population with high risk recurrent prostate cancer
[54]. Median PSA in this population was 2.4 ng/mL. Bone metastases
were found in 31% of cases by 11C-choline and 24% of cases by bone scan.
Diagnostic accuracy was 95% by 11C-choline and 83% by bone scan. A
challenge of bone scan interpretation was that equivocal results were
noted in 27% of bone scans. If all equivocal scans on bone scan were
considered to be positive, sensitivity of bone scan was better with a rate
of 100% as compared to 89% for 11C-choline. Fuccio et al. also reported
a series of 123 consecutive patients with biochemical recurrence of
prostate cancer and negative Tc bone scan [55]. Additional bone
metastases were identified in 18 of 123 (14.6%) patients. In general,
functional PET/CT appears to perform at least as well as conventional
bone scan. There may be a small additional ability to detect metastases
using PET/CT, but further investigation is warranted.

Predictive factors for pet positivity
A recent meta-analysis by Evangelista et al., which included 19
studies and 1555 patients and evaluated the role of choline PET in
restaging of prostate cancer patients, demonstrated a pooled sensitivity
of 85.6% and specificity of 92.6% for all subsites [56]. However, not all
studies evaluating the role of PET/CT in re-staging recurrent prostate
cancer patients yield similar positive results.
The accuracy and utility of PET/CT in prostate cancer seems to be
influenced by several variables including PSA value, PSA-DT, and PSA
velocity [19,20,54,57-59]. One of the principal concerns in choline-PET
remains its predictive value, particularly in the early recurrence state
with relatively low PSA values where radiotherapy may have the largest
impact. Studies have already demonstrated that the overall detection of
recurrent disease of 18F-choline PET increases with higher PSA values
[60,61]. However, higher PSA values are also correlated with higher risk
of metastatic disease in which local treatments such as radiotherapy
would not offer curable intent. Thus, studies performed have attempted to
identify a “trigger point” PSA value where utilization of molecular imaging
techniques in prostate cancer may prove the most beneficial. Studies by
de Jong and Richter have demonstrated higher rates of recurrent PET/CT
detection with PSA values >5 ng/mL ranging from 70% to 100% [19-62].
Similarly, data from Schillaci et al. has demonstrated a detection rate of
87% with PSA values >4 ng/Ml [63]. Recently, however, Giovacchini et al.
reported a cut off value much lower at 1.4 ng/mL, in the range where SRT
may potentially impact bPFS. The authors reported a 73% sensitivity rate
and 72% specificity rate with 11C-choline PET/CT when PSA values are
>1.4 ng/mL. Conversely, with PSA values <1.4 ng/mL PET/CT was positive
in only 24% of patients [20]. Furthermore, Krause et al. supported data
from Giovachini in confirming a detection rate of 36% by 11C-choline PET/
CT for PSA values <1 ng/mL [59]. Other factors that have demonstrated
the potential ability to influence the detection rate of PET/CT for recurrent
prostate cancer include PSA-DT and PSA velocity. Giovacchini et al. and
Castellucci et al. have demonstrated higher rates of choline detection rates
with PSA-DT <2 or 3 months relative to PSA-DT >6 months, ranging
from 60% to 80% and 40-60%, respectively [57,58-64]. Furthermore, PSA
velocity >1 ng/mL/year in biochemically recurrent prostate cancer has
been demonstrated to discriminate between obtaining positive vs. negative
11
C-choline PET/CT detection rates [57].

Outcomes of pet-directed radiotherapy
Surgical series have provided proof of principle for functional PET
directed therapy. Winter et al. reported a series of 13 patients with
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biochemical recurrence who underwent salvage lymphadenectomy
for nodes detected on functional PET [65]. Eleven patients had
confirmed lymph node metastases and, of them, 91% (10/11) had a
decrease in PSA. Of these, 3 had long-term remission (31-83 months)
without additional therapy. Rigatti reported a series of 72 patients
treated with salvage lymphadenectomy and no adjuvant therapy [66].
Biochemical complete response was noted in 57% and 5 year freedom
from biochemical recurrence was 35%. Karnes et al. reported similar
results in a U.S. series of 52 men with 3 year biochemical recurrence
free survival of 46% [67]. Souvatzoglou et al. studied the influence
of 11C-choline PET/CT in defining the extent of the planning target
volume (PTV) in 37 men with biochemically recurrent prostate
cancer [68]. Median PSA was 0.5 ng/mL at the time of the scan. The
standard treatment volume (prostate bed) was expanded to include
PET-positive foci adjacent to the prostate bed and these sites were also
boosted to a total dose of 64 Gy. In patients with PET-positive pelvic
lymph nodes, the treatment field was expanded to include the pelvic
lymphatics (45 Gy) with a boost dose delivered to positive lymph nodes
(54Gy). PET/CT resulted in extension of the PTV to involve pelvic
lymphatics in 13% (5/37) and was used for directed prostate bed boost
in 19% (7/37). At the end of follow up (median 51.2 months), 56% of
men had PSA <0.2 ng/mL. Of the 10 men with a positive PET scan
who underwent radiotherapy, 50% (5/10) had PSA <0.2 ng/mL at the
end of follow up. Grade III rectal toxicity occurred at a rate of 40%
in the group receiving PET-directed therapy as compared to 25% in
those receiving standard radiotherapy. No cases of grade IV toxicity
were recorded. Wurschmidt et al. reported their experience with using
18
F-fluoroethylcholine (FEC) PET as a guide for dose escalation to sites
of disease in high risk primary (n = 7) or recurrent (n = 19) prostate
cancer [69]. Of the 26 patients who underwent FEC PET imaging, 20
were found to have lymph node involvement. Pelvic lymphatics were
treated to 45-50.4 Gy in 1.8 Gy fractions and a boost dose (amount
unspecified) was delivered to lymphatic sites with positive FEC uptake.
At 28 months, biochemical control was reported in 83% of patients
treated for primary disease and 49% of patients treated for recurrent
disease. No grade III toxicity was reported though there was one case
of grade IV urinary toxicity in a patient who had been previously
treated with TURP and seed brachytherapy. A similar study conducted
by Picchio et al. examined the utility of 11C-choline PET-directed
radiotherapy in 83 patients with nodal recurrence of prostate cancer
[70]. Helical tomotherapy was employed with a mean dose of 52 Gy to
all pelvic lymphatics and PET-positive lymph nodes were boosted to a
mean total dose of 65 Gy. Complete and partial biochemical responses
were observed after 70.2% and 12.8% of treatments, respectively. Two
cases of acute grade III genitourinary toxicity were reported. No cases
of grade III gastrointestinal or rectal toxicity occurred. A subgroup of
47 patients underwent follow-up PET/CT and a complete or partial
radiographic response to treatment was recorded in 42 patients (89.4%).
Casamassima et al. reported the results of choline PET-directed
radiotherapy in 25 patients with nodal recurrence of prostate cancer
[71]. Fifteen patients received SBRT to PET-positive abdominopelvic
lymph nodes to a total dose of 30 Gy in 3 fractions. Seven patients
received conventionally-fractionated radiotherapy of 50 Gy in 25
fractions delivered to pelvic lymphatics and a hypofractionated boost
of 24 Gy in 3 fractions to positive lymph nodes. Three patients received
SBRT to 30 Gy in 3 fractions to sites of distant metastases. No cases of
grade II or greater toxicity were observed. At 3 years, overall survival,
disease free survival, and local control rates were 92%, 17%, and 90%,
respectively. Of note, thirteen patients achieved long term biochemical
control and were deemed to have no evidence of disease at that time of
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publication.
In the setting of oligometastatic prostate cancer, Schick et al.
reported their results of treatment with a combination of androgen
deprivation therapy and choline PET-directed radiotherapy [72]. Of
the 50 patients included in the study, 33 were found to have disease
limited to regional or distant lymph nodes and 17 had visceral and/or
osseous metastatic disease. All patients had fewer than 5 lesions on 18F
or 11C-choline PET. For patients with pelvic nodal disease, radiotherapy
consisted of 50.4 Gy in 28 fractions to pelvic lymphatics with boost to
a median total dose of 65 Gy directed to PET-positive nodes. Distant
disease sites were treated with SBRT using 28-36Gy in 5-6 fractions.
No cases of grade III or IV toxicity were reported. At a median follow
up of 31 months, overall survival and biochemical relapse free survival
rates were 92% and 54.5%, respectively. At our institution, we have used
11
C-acetate PET imaging in patients with rising PSA around 1.0 ng/
mL or higher. In patients with positive lymph nodes, we have typically
treated the pelvis to 50 Gy with sequential boost to the prostate bed and
gross nodes to 60-66 Gy depending on nearby bowel tolerance. We have
typically administered treatment with either short term or long term
androgen deprivation therapy, given the proven benefit of ADT in men
with node positive prostate cancer.

Conclusion
Lipid metabolism based PET appears to be a useful imaging
modality in the setting of biochemically recurrent prostate cancer in that
it allows for improved detection of foci of disease which may otherwise
be missed by conventional imaging. PET offers better accuracy in
identifying sites of lymph node and bone metastases compared to
conventional modalities, but it should be noted that conventional
imaging (specifically MRI) appears to provide better ability to detect
recurrence in the prostate bed. At the present, functional PET/CT serves
as a complement rather than an alternative to conventional imaging
until other issues have been addressed. One critical factor remains
the “trigger” PSA value point for ordering functional PET imaging–
particularly in the early recurrent state where salvage radiotherapy
may provide the largest benefit. Absolute PSA, PSA-DT, and PSA
velocity have demonstrated the ability to influence the diagnostic
accuracy of PET in the salvage setting but further research is needed to
determine how these parameters should be applied to assess the utility
of PET imaging on a patient-by-patient basis. In review of the available
literature, we suggest a PSA cut off of 1.0 ng/mL or fast doubling time
as triggers to obtain function imaging in selected patients. Another
remaining question is the clinical application of PET derived treatment
planning in prostate cancer. Although several published data exist and
seem to be encouraging, PET derived treatment planning in recurrent
prostate cancer remains investigational and prospective randomized
clinical trials incorporating PET into the detection algorithm are
needed to better define the role of PET is pertains to salvage radiation
planning. This question is being addressed by the GETUG which is
currently conducting a phase II clinical trial entitled “OLIGOPELVIS”
which employs 18F-choline directed therapy to assess the impact of
functional PET compared to historical control [73]. This study will
treat patients with 1-5 pelvic oligometastases to 54 Gy to the pelvis with
concomitant boost of 66 Gy to the lymph nodes with 6 months ADT.
Additional considerations for the role of functional PET/CT in the
management of recurrent prostate cancer include cost and availability.
Although 11C-choline PET/CT is approved by the FDA, adoption in the
United States is limited and some private insurance carriers may not
cover this scanning modality. Nonetheless, PET imaging–particularly
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lipid metabolism based PET with choline and acetate radioisotopes–is
a useful addition to conventional imaging for biochemically recurrent
prostate cancer and incorporation of PET into to the salvage treatment
algorithm could potentially allow the radiation oncologist to better
define extent of disease, and, with further research, may improve the
therapeutic ratio of salvage radiotherapy.
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